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3D Numerical Analyses of Column-Supported
Embankments: Failure Heights,
Failure Modes, and Deformations

Zhanyu Huang, A.M.ASCE1; Katerina Ziotopoulou, A.M.ASCE2; and George M. Filz, Dist.M.ASCE3

Abstract: Design of column-supported embankments (CSE) requires the evaluation of global stability using the conventional limit equi-
librium method (LEM). Yet, for CSEs using unreinforced concrete columns and load transferring geogrids, the failure mechanisms and
corresponding soil-structure interactions are not well understood. There is increasing evidence pointing to large bending moments in columns
and failure of columns in flexure, as opposed to a failure by shear as assumed in limit equilibrium analyses. In response to these design
uncertainties, the failure height, failure mode, and deformations of eight column-supported embankment scenarios were investigated using
three-dimensional (3D) numerical analyses. For the same embankment scenarios at failure height, factors of safety (FS) were then calculated
using the two-dimensional (2D) LEM for investigating its applicability in evaluating global stability of CSEs. The 3D numerical analyses
examined CSE stability for the limiting conditions at undrained end-of-construction and after long-term dissipation of excess pore water
pressures. The numerical model included representations of flexural tensile failure in the concrete columns and tensile failure in the geo-
synthetic reinforcement. Scenarios consisted of a base case with typical concrete column design, five single-parameter variations using base
case conditions, and two multiparameter variations using base case conditions. The undrained condition was the most critical, and two failure
modes were found: (1) multisurface shearing in the embankment coupled with bending failure of columns and near-circular shear failure in
the clay, and (2) multisurface shearing in the embankment coupled with bending failure of columns and shearing in the upper portion of the
soft foundation clay. Both failure modes were accompanied by a rupture of the geosynthetic when included in the load transfer platform. Soil-
column interactions were complex, and many columns failed in bending at lower embankment heights than those that produced collapse. The
factors of safety calculated using the LEM were overstated. This is because the LEM assumes failure by shear, which has limited applicability
for examining the complex mechanisms by which CSEs fail. The practical implication is that the LEM should not be used for evaluating
global stability of this system type and, by extension, other system types in which soil-structure interactions result in failures controlled by
mechanisms other than shear. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0002385. © 2020 American Society of Civil Engineers.

Introduction

Column-supported embankments (CSEs) have been used more
frequently in recent decades for construction on soft soils. With
appropriate design, CSEs can enable accelerated construction and
high performance through the transfer of embankment and service
loads to a competent stratum at depth via stiff foundation columns.
Often, a load transfer platform (LTP) is constructed at the embank-
ment base, and it consists of quality coarse-grained fill reinforced
with one or more layers of geosynthetic. The load transfer mecha-
nism occurs by the simultaneous soil arching in the embankment,
differential settlement in the foundation, frictional resistance on the
column shafts, and membrane action in the geosynthetic.

Design of CSEs requires evaluation of stability, as is necessary
for all embankments. In the recommendations by Schaefer et al.
(2017) for CSE design in the US, and with reference to the
British standard (BSI 2010), consideration must be given to the
ultimate limit states of embankment lateral sliding and global insta-
bility. Embankment lateral sliding is assumed to occur by the em-
bankment mass sliding over the foundation with the concurrent
mobilization of an active condition in the embankment. Geosyn-
thetic reinforcement is recommended if the embankment active-
thrust cannot be resisted by the foundation undrained shear strength
(su) mobilized over the slope length by a safety factor of 1.5. Global
instability is assumed to occur by shear failure through the embank-
ment and column foundation. The conventional limit equilibrium
method (LEM) is recommended for evaluation of global instability,
in which case, both the geosynthetic and columns are included in the
analysis.

Fundamental to CSE stability evaluation is an understanding of
all possible failure modes. However, there is currently a limited
understanding of the failure modes that can occur in CSEs designed
using unreinforced concrete columns and geosynthetics in the LTP.
Investigations of CSE failure modes have been performed using
centrifuge tests and numerical analyses, but these were predomi-
nantly for embankments supported by columns or elements in-
stalled using the deep mixing method (Adams 2011; Chai et al.
2017; Inagaki et al. 2012; Jamsawang et al. 2015; Kitazume and
Maruyama 2007; Navin 2005; Shrestha et al. 2015; Yapage et al.
2013; Zhang et al. 2014), for which the column properties and
design differ from unreinforced concrete columns. A fundamental
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difference is that concrete columns are typically installed using iso-
lated columns at low area replacement ratios (ARR) of 2.5%–10%
(Collin, personal communication, 2018). Unreinforced concrete
has low tensile strength, and such columns are more likely to fail
in bending than in shear (King et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2019).
Zhang et al. (2012) reported a CSE centrifuge model using columns
consisting of cement, fly ash, and gravel, and this model failed under
a combined mechanism of shearing through the soft soil, cracking of
columns near the embankment toe, and failure of the material
representing the geosynthetic. Questions remain regarding (1) the
various possible CSE failure modes involving failure of both the
concrete columns and geosynthetic reinforcement; (2) the design
parameters that influence stability, including the specific geosyn-
thetic contribution; and (3) whether and to what extent the conven-
tional LEM is applicable for evaluating global stability of CSEs if
failures involve soil-structure interactions and occur by mechanisms
other than shear. This study was motivated by all three issues.

Scope of Study

This study consisted of three-dimensional (3D) numerical analyses
of eight embankment scenarios constructed to failure, followed by
equivalent two-dimensional (2D) limit equilibrium analyses in
which factors of safety were calculated for the same embankments
at failure height. The scope of the numerical analyses is provided
subsequently, whereas the scope of the limit equilibrium analyses is
provided in the “Results and Discussion” section. The limit equi-
librium analyses were designed after discovery of the failure mech-
anisms using 3D numerical analyses and will be more easily
understood once embankment failure mechanisms are discussed.

CSE failure modes were investigated using 3D finite-difference
analyses in the commercial software FLAC3D version 5.01. This
numerical platform has been utilized in past studies for analyzing
lateral deformations in CSEs for different pore pressure conditions
(Huang and Han 2009; Jenck et al. 2009; Mahdavi et al. 2016).
Furthermore, it permits user implementation of an undrained-
dissipated load path for examining the limiting conditions of lateral
spreading in CSEs, as discussed in the section “Undrained-
Dissipated Analyses.” In an effort to make the analyses less compu-
tationally expensive, consideration was given to the (1) stability
metric, (2) limiting conditions and corresponding numerical ap-
proach with regards to pore pressures, (3) material modeling, and
(4) scenarios.

Both the embankment failure height and shear strength reduction
factor (Griffiths and Lane 1999) were considered for the stability
metric, but the failure height was selected based on a number of
advantages. Not only is the failure height just as relatable to practice
as the shear strength reduction factor, but also, the process of con-
structing an embankment to failure offers additional details with re-
gard to the embankment performance during construction and up
until failure. Constructing the embankments to failure also bypasses
uncertainties introduced by reducing shear strengths in dispropor-
tion to other strength types, such as the flexural tensile strength of
the concrete and the tensile capacity of the geosynthetic. Dispropor-
tionately reducing the shear strength could obscure the actual failure
mechanism (e.g., flexural failure of columns) in favor of shear fail-
ure. Of course, an option was to simultaneously reduce all strength
types, but the appropriate application of this approach requires a
different investigation altogether. Thus, in comparison, it was more
straight-forward to use the failure height as the stability metric.

The limiting conditions for analysis were undrained end-of-
construction and long-term dissipated, as concluded on the basis
of CSE case history data (Huang et al. 2019). The embankments
were constructed in lifts in the undrained condition with excess pore
water pressure development in the clay. This was followed by a dis-
sipation of excess pore water pressures and consolidation. Equilib-
rium was computed for an undrained end-of-construction state and
a long-term dissipated state at different embankment heights. The
failure height was interpreted as the one at which equilibrium could
not be established and at which deformations continually increased.

Columns and geosynthetic reinforcement were each assigned
a failure criterion. Column zones were modeled using the
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with a tensile cutoff. Orthotropic
linear elastic geogrid elements (Itasca 2013b) were removed from
the unit cell between columns in which the geogrid tensile strain
exceeded 10%.

A total of eight scenarios were investigated, and comparisons
were made for the failure height, failure mode, lateral toe displace-
ment, and centerline surface settlement. The scenarios consisted of
a base case and seven parametric variations using base case con-
ditions (Table 1). The parameters for variation are important for
CSE design and site characterization: the center-to-center column
spacing (Scol), the column diameter (dcol), the geosynthetic stiffness
(J), and the clay’s undrained shear strength (su). Fig. 1 illustrates
a schematic of the base case, whose geometry and site conditions

Table 1. Scenario parameters and ultimate limit state

Scenario

Parameters Ultimate limit state

Center-to-center
column spacing

Column
diameter

Geosynthetic
stiffness

Undrained shear
strength of clay

Embankment
failure height Critical

condition Failure modeScol (m) dcol (m) J (kN=m) su (kPa) Hfail (m)

Base case 2.4 0.46 438 4.8 6.1 Undrained B: multisurface shearing in the embankment
coupled with column bending failure and
shearing in the top portion of the clay (Fig. 5).

1 3.0 — — — 5.5 Undrained A: multisurface shearing in the embankment
coupled with column bending failure and
near-circular shear failure in the clay (Fig. 3).

2 — 0.36 — — 6.4 Undrained B
3 — — 0 (no geogrid) — 5.5 Undrained B
4 3.0 0.36 0 (no geogrid) — 4.0 Undrained A
5 — — 1459 — 8.5 Undrained B
6 — — — 14.4 12.2 Undrained B
7 — — 1459 14.4 (>12.8) N/A The embankment was constructed to an upper

bound height of 12.8 m without failing.

Note: Cells with em-dash (—) are assumed to contain the same value corresponding to the base case; and su is for the top of clay layer.
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were selected to produce failure at an embankment height of about
6 m. The base case includes the following features:
• The columns had properties of unreinforced concrete, as pro-

duced during construction of vibro-concrete columns, and an
area replacement ratio (ARR) of 2.8%. This ARR is in the lower
range for typical CSE applications. Columns were installed in a
square array, using Scol of 2.4 m (8 ft) and dcol of 0.46 m (1.5 ft)
(Collin, personal communication, 2018).

• A layer of geosynthetic was included, using J of 438 kN=m
(30,000 lb=ft) in both the longitudinal and transverse directions
(Collin, personal communication, 2018).

• The clay was assigned properties corresponding to an su of
4.8 kPa (100 psf) at the layer top, and with su increasing with
depth at a rate of 1.66 kPa=m (10.6 psf=ft), corresponding to a
preconsolidation pressure profile that is at a constant increment
above the vertical effective stress. This low su profile reflects
the realistic and potentially challenging construction conditions
for some CSEs (Zanzinger and Gartung 2002; Plomteux and
Lacazedieu 2007).

• The clay was overlain by a layer of loose, coarse-grained fill,
similar to what sometimes exists at CSE construction sites.
The fill thickness was 0.91 m (3 ft).
The other scenarios were related to the base case as follows.

The column spacing (Scol) was increased in Scenario 1, the col-
umn diameter (dcol) was decreased in Scenario 2, and no geosyn-
thetic was used in Scenario 3. The three changes from the base
case to create Scenarios 1–3 were applied simultaneously to pro-
duce Scenario 4. The geosynthetic stiffness (J) was increased in
Scenario 5, and the undrained strength (su) of the clay was increased
in Scenario 6. The two changes from the base case to create Sce-
narios 5 and 6 were applied simultaneously to produce Scenario 7.
Thus, the base case and Scenarios 1–4 can be readily compared, as
can the base case and Scenarios 5–7.

Scenarios 1, 2, and 4 have lower than typical ARRs, but they
were adopted in the study based on the following considerations.
In the interest of finding different failure mechanisms, using low
ARRs allowed the embankments to be pushed to the limit. The
use of low ARRs also expedited computations because failure can
be reached at lower embankment heights. When combined, these
reasons shaped the sensitivity analysis to investigate scenarios with
typical and lower than typical ARRs.

Numerical Procedure

Numerical analyses were conducted using FLAC3D version 5.01 in
large-strain mode. The following sections describe the rationale and
procedure behind various aspects of the numerical model, including
the undrained-dissipated approach for analyzing limiting condi-
tions, the selection of constitutive models and material properties,
the numerical domain and boundary conditions, and the loading
sequence.

Undrained-Dissipated Analyses

The investigation of CSE failure modes in a computationally effi-
cient manner required an analysis of limiting conditions rather
than histories of deformations and pore pressures. The undrained-
dissipated approach was selected for calculating an undrained end-
of-construction state and a long-term state after dissipation of all
excess pore water pressures. These are the two limiting conditions
for lateral spreading analysis, as synthesized using CSE case his-
tory data (Huang et al. 2019). Field measurements show that ver-
tical pressures in the foundation soil decrease with consolidation,
indicating an ongoing development of soil arching at end-of-
construction. This can be represented numerically as a limiting con-
dition in which an undrained analysis of embankment construction

Coarse 
Grained Fill
0.91 m (3 ft)

150 m (215 zones)

LTP: 0.61 m (2 ft) thick; geogrid: 0.15 m (0.5 ft) above foundation surface

Clay
15 m (50 ft)

Dense Sand
3.0 m (10 ft)

Column

ColumnSubsoil

Scol = 2.4 m (8 ft)

Embankment Fill

dcol = 0.46 m (1.5 ft)

Slope = 1.5H:1V

1.2 m 

= 21

Hcrit = 
2.4 m

n = Column n centerline
(Column 1 is the 
outermost column)

Loosened Zone 
for Dissipated 

Analyses
(E = 6 MPa, 

= 30°)

Fig. 1. Schematic of the base case CSE.
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limits the subsoil consolidation and soil arching and produces the
maximum increments of vertical and lateral earth pressure in the
foundation soil. Field measurements also show the increase in geo-
synthetic strain with the increase in vertical load transfer to columns
and subsoil settlement. This can also be represented as a limiting
condition in which a full dissipation of excess pore water pressures
leads to consolidation and development of geosynthetic strains with
the increase in vertical deflection. The long-term dissipated condi-
tion is of interest to failure analyses because a tensile failure of the
geosynthetic could be accompanied by a reduction in the lateral
restraint provided by the geosynthetic and an increase in loading
on the foundation soil.

Previous works adopting the undrained-dissipated approach in-
clude a validation of the method (Huang et al. 2018), an example
application of lateral spreading analysis of a CSE case history
(Huang et al. 2019), and a parametric study investigating the effect
of design parameters on lateral thrust distribution in CSEs (Huang
2019). First, the method of excess pore water pressure dissipation
and computed consolidation deformations were validated using
benchmark solutions (Huang et al. 2018). Benchmarks consisted
of one-dimensional consolidation as well as consolidation with lat-
eral drainage for which a fully coupled analysis was performed for
comparison. The undrained-dissipated approach was then adopted
for the analysis of a CSE case history using a 3D half-embankment
domain (Huang et al. 2019). Material parameters were calibrated
such that the system response at the undrained end-of-construction
and long-term dissipated conditions agreed with instrumented case
history data. Lastly, a 3D numerical parametric study totaling 140
scenarios was performed using the calibrated half-embankment
model (Huang 2019). The CSE lateral thrust distribution was in-
vestigated at the two limiting conditions for all scenarios. Results
from the parametric study indicate that the undrained-dissipated ap-
proach is appropriate for failure analyses of CSEs. Multiple scenar-
ios with marginal conditions (i.e., very low column ARR) were
found to approach global instability at undrained end-of-construc-
tion. Geosynthetic strains were found to maximize in the long-term
dissipated condition for all scenarios. However, the aforementioned
studies were limited by the adoption of purely elastic geogrid el-
ements for which the influence of geosynthetic tensile failure on
load path could not be examined. In addition, there was uncertainty
regarding failure modes because a collapse was not initiated in any
of the scenarios. The present study overcomes these limitations by
adopting a failure criterion for the geosynthetic and by increasing
the embankment height until embankment collapse occurred. Fur-
thermore, failure is examined for a range of column ARRs.

The undrained-dissipated approach was implemented in the
current study. The embankment was constructed in the undrained
condition in which the foundation drainage was disabled, and an
effective stress model was used to calculate excess pore water pres-
sures in the clay. The embankment was constructed in lifts of 0.6 m
(2 ft) up to a height of 3.0 m (10 ft) and then in lifts of 0.3 m (1 ft)

to achieve heights above 3.0 m. For scenarios in which the em-
bankment was expected to be very tall, 0.6 m lifts were used
throughout construction. The model was solved for equilibrium and
an undrained end-of-construction state after the construction of
every lift. Following undrained loading, pore water pressures were
returned to the hydrostatic condition, and the model was solved for
consolidation and a long-term dissipated state. The first dissipated
analysis was conducted at an embankment height (Hemb) of 3.0 m
(10 ft), which is above the estimated critical height (Hcrit) for differ-
ential settlement (McGuire 2011) based on the least conservative
column arrangement used in the eight scenarios. Subsequent dis-
sipated analyses were conducted for every 0.6-m (2-ft) or 1.2-m
(4-ft) increase in the embankment height above Hemb ¼ 3.0 m.

Calibrated values of Young’s modulus (E) and effective friction
angle (φ 0) were adopted in select embankment zones above
the subsoil between columns in the long-term dissipated analyses
(Fig. 1, shaded embankment regions). As observed in bench-scale
and full-scale CSEs (McGuire 2011; Sloan 2011), fill in a limited
region above the subsoil between columns became very loose
during differential settlement due to shearing and a decrease
in normal stresses. The geometry of the loosened zones was estab-
lished using a correlation to the fill’s φ 0, which was formulated
using data from bench-scale CSEs for sands with a range of relative
densities prior to differential settlement (McGuire 2011). The prop-
erties of the loosened zones were determined from the calibration of
a 3D numerical embankment slice model using case history data for
vertical load transfer and settlement at the subgrade level (Huang
et al. 2019).

Soil Properties

Soil constitutive models and their input properties are listed in
Table 2. All coarse-grained soils were represented as linear elastic
and perfectly plastic with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The
clay was modeled with Modified Cam Clay. An undrained shear
strength (su) was selected for the clay at the layer top, and the cor-
responding preconsolidation pressure (p 0

o) was determined using
Eq. (1) (Wood 1990). The preconsolidation pressure profile was
then selected to linearly increase with depth at a constant increment
above the effective vertical stress

su ¼
M
2
exp

�ðΓ − υλÞ
λ

þ lnðp 0
oÞ −

�
κ
λ

�
ln

�
p 0
o

p 0
i

��
ð1Þ

Column Properties

Unreinforced concrete columns were modeled using the linear elas-
tic and perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with a ten-
sile cutoff. Properties were determined with reference to Fig. 2:
• The concrete was assumed to have an unconfined compressive

strength (f 0
c) of 17 MPa (2500 psi), which is typical for vibro-

concrete columns (SHRP2 2012).

Table 2. Material properties of soils and columns

Material γ (kN=m3) Model φ 0 (degrees) c 0 (MPa) σt (MPa) E (MPa) ν λ κ M e1

Embankment fill (sand) 18.9 MC 37, 30a 0 — 24, 6a 0.28 — — — —
LTP (gravel) 21.2 MC 40, 30a 0 — 36, 6a 0.26 — — — —
Foundation fill (sand) 18.1 MC 34 0 — 14 0.31 — — — —
Clay 16.5 MCC — — — — 0.37 0.17 0.017 0.98 2.57
Bearing sand 22.8 MC 45 0 — 72 0.23 — — — —
Concrete column 23.6 MC 43 3.7 1.6 21,500 0.20 — — — —

Note: MC = Mohr-Coulomb; MCC = Modified Cam Clay; and e1 is the void ratio at a reference pressure of 0.048 kPa (1 psf).
aReduced material property values adopted for loosened zones in the dissipated analyses.
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• The flexural tensile strength (f 0
r) was 2.6 MPa (375 psi), esti-

mated using Eq. (2) for normal weight concrete as a function of
f 0
c in US customary units (ACI 2011)

f 0
r ¼ 7.5

ffiffiffiffiffi
f 0
c

p
ð2Þ

• Points A and B were used in generating the portion of the failure
envelope that defined the friction angle (φ) and the cohesion
intercept (c). Point A is on the larger stress circle that represents
the unconfined compression test (f 0

c). Point B has a normal
stress (σ) of f 0

r and a shear stress (τ ) that is half of f 0
r. Point

B was selected over a point on the smaller stress circle that rep-
resents the flexural tension test, so that a failure in tension would
be calculated before a failure in shear. The resulting φ of 43° and
c of 3.7 MPa are within range of reported values (Schädlich and
Schweiger 2014; Pul et al. 2017).

• The tensile strength (σt) was assigned a reduced value of
1.6 MPa compared to f 0

r. This was to account for the difference
in the maximum tension calculated at zone centroids for a highly
refined discretization of a single column and for a more practical
discretization that could be incorporated in the half-embankment
models. The isolated column with a highly refined discretization
and σt ¼ f 0

r was simply supported at the ends and subjected to a
uniformly distributed line load. The magnitude of the line load
was increased until flexural tensile failure occurred. Then, the
same failure load was applied to an isolated column with the
same practical zone discretization as used in the current study,
and flexural failure occurred when σt was reduced to 1.6 MPa.

• A brittle behavior was modeled by reducing σt to zero after ten-
sile failure.
Interface elements were applied at the column top, shaft, and

base. Rough interfaces were assumed, using 0.98 and 0.95 for
the ratio of interface friction angle to soil friction angle for
coarse-grained soils and clay, respectively (Potyondy 1961). Inter-
face normal and shear stiffnesses were assigned values equal to ten
times the apparent stiffness of adjacent zones (Itasca 2013a).

Geosynthetic Properties

Properties of the geosynthetic reinforcement are listed in Table 3.
Biaxial geogrids were modeled using orthotropic linear elastic
structural geogrid elements of the constant strain triangle type
(Itasca 2013b). The geogrid elements can sustain membrane stress
but not bending, and they can develop tension under out-of-plane

deformation when computed in the large-strain mode. Stiffnesses
typical of biaxial geogrids were selected (Tensar International
Corporation 2015; INOVA Geosynthetics 2017; Huesker 2019).
The Poisson’s ratio (ν) was 0 (Zhuang and Wang 2015). A small
shear modulus (G) was assigned (Huang et al. 2019). There is un-
certainty in the G of geosynthetics (Santacruz Reyes 2016), so a
small value was selected to contrast between isotropic and ortho-
tropic behavior. At the geogrid-soil interfaces, the friction angle was
the same as the surrounding LTP (Cancelli et al. 1992; Cazzuffi et al.
1993; Liu et al. 2009), and the normal and shear stiffness values
were 2 × 106 N=m (Eun et al. 2017; Liao et al. 2009).

Failure of the geosynthetic reinforcement was manually imple-
mented. When the transverse geosynthetic strain (εtrans) in a unit
cell reached 10%, tensile failure was assumed, and geogrid ele-
ments within the unit cell were removed. The εtrans was determined
by summing the strain from the lateral spreading effect (εlat) and
the strain from the vertical load transfer effect (εvert) [Eq. (3)]. The
εlat value was calculated as the ratio of the change in the center-to-
center column spacing (ΔScol) in the transverse direction to the
column clear span prior to deformation, which is the design Scol
reduced by the edge length (a) of an equivalent square column
cross-section [Eq. (4)]. This approach assumes that the geosyn-
thetic did not slide appreciably at locations above the columns. The
εvert value was calculated according to the Parabolic method using
the geosynthetic vertical deflection (d) [Eq. (5)]. The Parabolic
method has been adopted in a number of design recommendations
for calculating the geosynthetic strain under vertical deflection
(Sloan et al. 2014; BSI 2016; Schaefer et al. 2017). The authors
chose to estimate εtrans using established design methods rather than
to rely on values automatically calculated in the geogrid elements
because geosynthetic strains are highest above column edges
(Ariyarathne et al. 2013; Han and Gabr 2002; Huang and Han
2009; Huang et al. 2019; Zhuang and Wang 2015), and the numeri-
cal calculation of this local strain effect is influenced by zone dis-
cretization (Huang et al. 2019)

εtrans ¼ εlat þ εvert ð3Þ

εlat ¼
ΔScol
Scol − a

ð4Þ

εvert ¼
8d2

3ðScol þΔScol − aÞ2 ð5Þ

Numerical Domain and Boundary Conditions

A 3D half-embankment slice geometry was adopted (Fig. 1), with
the following numerical domain and boundary conditions. The
centerline-to-toe width was kept constant at 37.5 m (123 ft) for all
scenarios. The embankment was constructed at a slope of 1.5H:1V
up to a maximum height of 12.8 m (42 ft), which was reported by
Zhang et al. (2016) to be the tallest CSE ever constructed. The lat-
eral extent was 4 times the centerline-to-toe width and 12 times
the maximum embankment height (Huang et al. 2019). The center-
line-to-shoulder width was selected to prevent the effects of the

f c = 17 MPa (2500 psi)f r = 2.6 MPa (375 psi)
t = 1.6 MPa (230 psi)

= 43

c = 3.7 MPa 

A

t = 0 (after tensile failure)

B

Fig. 2. Failure envelope of unreinforced concrete as adopted for
columns.

Table 3. Material properties of geosynthetic reinforcement

Model J (kN=m) ν G (kPa)

Orthotropic linear elastic 438, 1459 0 1

Note: J and ν apply to both longitudinal and transverse directions.
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centerline boundary on failure mechanisms near the slope. The col-
umn group did not extend beyond the embankment toe, but it did
extend as close as possible to the embankment toe to avoid edge
instability. Boundary conditions consisted of pins at the model base
below the strong bearing layer, a free surface at the top, and rollers
on all other external surfaces.

Loading Sequence

A loading sequence similar to the one described by Huang et al.
(2019) was adopted in the current study, as follows:
1. In situ stresses were assigned to foundation soils and columns,

which had the same density as the surrounding soils. Null
material properties were assigned to zones in the LTP and
embankment fill. Mechanical equilibrium was computed, and
the resulting displacements were very small.

2. Column installation was simulated by gradually increasing
column density while solving for mechanical equilibrium. The
small displacements calculated thus far were zeroed.

3. The embankment was constructed in an undrained condition by
disabling drainage and calculating excess pore water pressures
in the submerged clay. The zone material model of the LTP and
embankment fill was changed from null to Mohr-Coulomb. The
embankment was constructed in the lift sizes as previously de-
scribed, in which each lift was applied by gradually increasing
the density while solving for equilibrium.

4. In the dissipated analysis, reduced material parameters (E and
φ 0) representing loosened fill were applied to select embank-
ment zones at the same time as excess pore water pressures were
dissipated in one step. The model was solved for consolidation
and mechanical equilibrium. The result was the long-term dis-
sipated state.

Procedure for Limit Equilibrium Analyses

Using Slide version 8.031, 2D limit equilibrium slope stability
analyses were performed to investigate the factors of safety for
the embankment scenarios at failure height. The conventional limit
equilibrium method is recommended for evaluating global stability
of CSEs (Schaefer et al. 2017; BSI 2010). Analyses were per-
formed in 2D, as is common in geotechnical practice. The limit
equilibrium models had the following attributes:
• The same material properties as in the 3D numerical model were

applied.
• The 2Dmodels had the same embankment cross-sectional geom-

etry as the 3D models, except for the columns. While columns
were modeled as cylinders in 3D, they could only be modeled
as rectangular areas in 2D, which would equate the columns to
walls spanning the longitudinal direction of the embankment. To
maintain equivalent shear strengths, the width of the walls in 2D
was adjusted to achieve the same area replacement ratio as the
columns in 3D. The resulting widths of the 2D walls were
smaller than the original diameters of the 3D columns.

• FS were calculated using Spencer’s method for 50 vertical slice
divisions in each failure surface.

Results and Discussion

Results are provided for the embankment failure height, failure
mode, and deformations. The discussion regarding failure heights
and failure modes refers to the undrained calculation, as em-
bankment stability was found to be most critical at undrained

end-of-construction. Embankment deformations are discussed for
both the undrained and dissipated conditions.

Embankment Failure Heights

Scenario failure heights (Hfail) are listed in Table 1. In this study,
the effects of the different scenarios on the calculated Hfail are pre-
sented first and then followed by a discussion. The failure height
was affected by all parameters investigated, as shown by comparing
Scenarios 1–7 with the base case. Scenario 1, with a larger Scol,
calculated a decrease in Hfail of 0.6 m. Scenario 2, with a smaller
dcol, calculated a slight increase in Hfail of 0.3 m. Scenario 3, with
the geogrid excluded, calculated a decrease in Hfail of 0.6 m. Sce-
nario 4, which resulted from the simultaneous change in the three
parameters that created Scenarios 1–3 from the base case, calculated
a decrease in Hfail of 2.1 m. The Hfail for Scenario 4 was most in-
fluenced by Scol and geosynthetic tensile capacity, which is corre-
lated to geosynthetic stiffness (J) because tensile rupture was
assumed to occur at 10% strain. Scenario 5, with a greater geosyn-
thetic J (and tensile capacity), calculated an increase in Hfail of
2.4 m. Scenario 6, with a greater su, calculated an increase in Hfail
of 6.1 m. Scenario 7, which resulted from the simultaneous change
in the two parameters that created Scenarios 5 and 6 from the base
case, was constructed to a maximum height of 12.8 m without fail-
ing, and this was mostly due to the influence of the clay’s su.

Scenario 2 calculated a slightly greater Hfail than the base case
even though a smaller dcol was used. This is because embankment
failure initiated after geosynthetic failure, which was defined by
εtrans exceeding 10% in any unit cell between two columns, and
the distribution of εtrans differed for Scenario 2 and the base case.
At Hemb ¼ 6.1 m, the base case failed after εtrans exceeded 10% in
the unit cell between the 12th and 13th columns from the centerline.
At the same height, Scenario 2 also calculated a large εtrans of 9.2%
in the same unit cell, as well as a large εtrans in other unit cells,
although none exceeded 10%. After the Hemb increased to
6.3 m, Scenario 2 failed following a geosynthetic rupture between
the 11th and 12th columns from the centerline. Thus, the slight in-
crease in Hfail in Scenario 2 relative to the base case was
due to a slight change in the overall system response from the
change in dcol and not because dcol had a significant influence on
the failure height.

Failure Modes

Scenario failure modes are listed in Table 1. Two failure modes were
observed for the undrained condition: (1) multisurface shearing in
the embankment coupled with column bending failure and near-
circular shear failure in the clay (Mode A), which occurred for Sce-
narios 1 and 4; and (2) multisurface shearing in the embankment
coupled with column bending failure and sliding within the top por-
tion of the clay (Mode B), which occurred for the base case and
Scenarios 2, 3, 5, and 6. Other failure modes may be possible
for CSE configurations outside the current scope of study. The se-
quences leading to failure are described in the following sections.

Multisurface Shearing in the Embankment Coupled with
Column Bending Failure and Near-Circular Shear Failure
in the Clay
This failure mode was found in Scenarios 1 and 4 in which the
column ARRs are low (1.8% and 1.1%, respectively). Notable fea-
tures for the failure mode include the following:
• Column bending failure that initiated in the outermost column

and retrogressively developed toward inner columns. A retro-
gressive direction indicates a direction of growth uphill (Duncan
et al. 2014).
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• Greater movement in clay than in columns near the embankment
toe after column bending failure.

• Both progressive and retrogressive propagation of shear strains
in the embankment and clay. A progressive direction indicates a
direction of growth downhill (Duncan et al. 2014).

• Development of multiple shear bands in the embankment that
converged to form a near-circular failure surface in the clay.

• Collapse following tensile failure of the geosynthetic, when geo-
synthetic was included in analysis (i.e., Scenario 1).
Fig. 3 illustrates the shear strain contours and exaggerated

deformations for Scenario 4 at failure height and with increasing
deformations. The number of shear bands in the embankment

increased with displacement. The number of columns failing in
flexural tension also increased. The columns were supporting axial
compressive loads, but the bending moments were sufficient to pro-
duce tensile failure on the column cross-section. Shear strains
developed both progressively and retrogressively, as annotated
using arrows at locations A1 and A2, B1 and B2, and C1 and C2,
which are corresponding locations in line and between columns,
respectively.

Fig. 4 illustrates the lateral displacements of the columns and
subsoil in between columns at an elevation corresponding to the
top of the clay layer for Scenario 4. The lateral displacements in the
three columns nearest to the embankment toe increased as the em-
bankment height increased. The lateral displacements were largest
for the column closest to the toe (labeled 1). At the same distance
from the toe, the soil between the columns displaced more than the
columns. Fig. 4 also shows the embankment height at which each
column failed in tension due to column bending. The column clos-
est to the embankment toe failed in flexural tension at an embank-
ment height of 1.2 m, which is much less than the height of 4 m at
which a collapse mechanism developed.

Multisurface Shearing in the Embankment Coupled
with Column Bending Failure and Shearing in the
Top Portion of the Clay
This failure mode was found in the base case and Scenarios 2, 3, 5,
and 6. These scenarios have a column ARR of 2.8%, with the
exception of Scenario 2, which has a low column ARR of 1.7%.
Notable features common to all affected scenarios include the
following:
• Extensive column bending failure that initiated in the outermost

column and retrogressively developed toward inner columns.
• Greater lateral displacements in clay than in columns beneath

the embankment slope, with the exception of the outermost

10-1

Section view in line with columns Section view between columns

lateral toe 
displacement 

0.29 m

0.33 m

A2
B2

C2

123

1234

0.22 m

A1
B1

C1

1234

column flexural failure at depth corresponding to 
clay and bearing layer contactDeformations 

exaggerated 
by a factor of 6 progressive

shear strain 
propagation

retrogressive 
shear strain 
propagation

column flexural 
tensile failure

Fig. 3. Propagation of failure in Scenario 4 at Hfail ¼ 4.0 m via shear strain contours and exaggerated deformations.

Fig. 4. Scenario 4 lateral displacements in columns and in subsoil
between columns for embankment heights up to and including failure
height.
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column, which experienced lateral displacements similar to the
subsoil (i.e., the outermost column was pushed laterally along
with the soil).

• Progressive and retrogressive propagation of shear strains in the
embankment and clay.

• Development of multiple sets of complementary shear bands in
the embankment.

• Development of high shear strains at the top of the clay
layer.

• Collapse following tensile failure of the geosynthetic, when ge-
osynthetic was included in analysis.
Fig. 5 illustrates shear strain contours and exaggerated deforma-

tions for the base case at increasing embankment heights up to the
failure height of 6.1 m. The increase in embankment height re-
sulted in the increasing development of high shear strain regions
in the embankment involving multiple sets of complementary shear
bands. The increase in embankment height also resulted in the in-
creasing development of high shear strains at the top of the clay.
When the embankment reached a height of 6.1 m, the geosynthetic
failed in tension between Columns 4 and 5, and collapse was ini-
tiated. Column flexural tensile failure was calculated in the seven
columns closest to the embankment toe, and the exaggerated de-
formations indicate column failure by bending.

Figs. 6(a–e) shows the lateral displacements of the columns and
subsoil in between the columns at an elevation corresponding to the
top of the clay layer. Lateral displacements were larger closer to the
embankment toe (i.e., Location 1), and the relative movement of
the subsoil and columns differed by location. The column closest
to the embankment toe (labeled 1) had similar displacements as the
subsoil, indicating it was pushed outwards along with the subsoil
[Fig. 6(a)]. Columns 2, 3, and 4 displaced less compared to the
subsoil [Figs. 6(b–d)]. Columns 1–4 were toward the toe from the
location where the geosynthetic failed. Column 5 had similar lateral

displacements as the subsoil [Fig. 6(e)], as was also the case for
inner columns closer to the centerline.

Retrogressive failure of the columns occurred with the increase
in embankment loading, as illustrated by the dash-dot lines in
Figs. 6(a–d) for the base case. Columns 1 and 2 failed in flexural
tension at an Hemb of 1.2 m (4 ft) and 3.0 m (10 ft), respectively.
At Hemb ¼ 3.0 m, the soil and column lateral movements were
approximately the same. A further increase in the embankment
height led to a greater movement in the clay than in the columns
and flexural tensile failure of the inner columns. Columns 3 and 4
failed atHemb ¼ 4.5 and 4.9 m, respectively, when lateral displace-
ments in the clay were already greater than in the columns
[Figs. 6(c and d)]. By Hfail ¼ 6.1 m, the seven columns closest
to the embankment toe had failed in flexure, although the lateral
movements in Columns 5–7 were about the same as in the subsoil.
Column flexural tensile failure was also calculated at the elevation
corresponding to the bottom of the clay and the top of the bearing
layer. However, the column failure at depth was unlikely to have
influenced the failure mechanism at the top of the clay layer and
in the embankment.

Fig. 7 illustrates shear strain contours and exaggerated
deformations for the base case at failure height with increasing dis-
placements. The increase in displacements resulted in the develop-
ment of additional shear bands in the embankment as well as an
increase in the number of columns that failed in flexural tension
due to bending. There were multiple regions in the embankment
and foundation with high shear strains and for which shear strains
propagated both progressively and retrogressively.

Deformations

The lateral displacement at the embankment toe for embankment
heights up to but excluding failure is illustrated in Figs. 8(a and b)

Hemb = 3.7 m Hemb = 4.3 m

Hemb = 4.9 m Hemb = 5.5 m

Section view in line with columns Section view between columns

Hemb = 4.3 m

Hemb = 5.5 m

Hemb = 3.7 m

Hemb = 4.9 m

Hfail = 6.1 m

Tensile failure in 
geosynthetic

Flexural 
tensile failure 

in column
(bending)

1234567
Hfail = 6.1 m

foundation fill
clay

flexural tensile failure in columns at elevation corresponding to clay and bearing layer contact

Deformations 
exaggerated by 
a factor of 2.5

×10-1

Tensile failure in 
geosynthetic

Fig. 5. Shear strain contours and exaggerated deformations for the base case at increasing embankment heights.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 6. Base case lateral displacements in columns and in subsoil between columns for embankment heights up to and including the failure height.

8 columns failed in flexural tension

foundation fill

clay

lateral toe 
displacement = 0.69 m

7 columns failed in flexural tension

Direction of shear strain propagation

lateral toe 
displacement = 0.56 m

Deformations 
exaggerated by a 

factor of 2.5

10
-1

Section view in line with columns Section view between columns

Fig. 7. Shear strain contours and exaggerated deformations for the base case at Hfail ¼ 6.1 m showing the propagation of shear strains.
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for the undrained and dissipated conditions, respectively. Lateral
toe displacements were similar for the undrained and dissipated
conditions, as was also reported by Huang et al. (2019). By includ-
ing a geosynthetic with J ¼ 438 kN=m, the lateral displacements
decreased (the base case versus Scenario 3). By increasing the geo-
synthetic J from 438 to 1,459 kN=m, the lateral displacements also
decreased (Scenario 5 versus the base case).

The total settlement at centerline for the long-term dissipated
condition is illustrated in Fig. 8(c). Settlements that occur with ex-
cess pore water pressure dissipation impact serviceability, and thus,
they are more important than settlements that occur in the undrained
condition prior to consolidation. Fig. 8(c) illustrates that for Scenar-
ios 1–3, in which each scenario represents a single-parameter
change from the base case, the total settlement at any embankment
height was influenced by the geosynthetic (Scenario 3), dcol
(Scenario 2), and Scol (Scenario 1) in an increasing order of mag-
nitude. Scenario 4, which represents a simultaneous change from the
base case in all three parameters, calculated the largest total settle-
ment primarily due to the influence of dcol and Scol. The influence
of geosynthetic J and clay su on total settlements can be observed
by comparing Scenarios 5 and 6 with the base case. The increase in
su in Scenario 6 more effectively reduced settlements at any given
embankment height. Scenario 7, which represents a simultaneous
increase in su and J from the base case, calculated the smallest set-
tlements largely due to the influence of su.

Figs. 8(a–c) show that the geosynthetic failed in tension in the
dissipated condition for embankment heights below the failure
height reached during undrained embankment placement. For exam-
ple, Scenario 1 calculated geosynthetic tensile failure in the un-
drained condition at an embankment height (Hemb) of 5.5 m, and
the embankment failed following geosynthetic rupture. During the
dissipation of excess pore water pressures, the geosynthetic failed in
tension starting at a Hemb of 4.9 m, but the embankment did not
collapse. The long-term dissipated analysis was not performed with
the embankment placed to 5.5 m because the embankment had al-
ready collapsed during undrained loading.

3D Numerical Analyses versus 2D Limit
Equilibrium Analyses

For each embankment scenario, five 2D limit equilibrium analyses
were conducted to investigate the extent to which the LEM is

applicable for analyzing global stability of CSEs. The first analysis
involved a search for the critical circular failure surface, which is a
typical analysis for approximating the failure surface location and
FS. The next four analyses involved calculating the FS for fully
specified failure surfaces, whose geometries were user-defined
and derived from 3D numerical computations (Fig. 9). Fig. 9(a)
illustrates the multiple failure surfaces that develop during
progressive failure as computed from 3D numerical analysis.
Figs. 9(b–e) illustrate the corresponding 2D limit equilibrium
analyses using fully specified failure surfaces: (1) Fig. 9(b) illus-
trates the slip surface that interacts with the geogrid and the mini-
mum number of columns (N); (2) Fig. 9(c) illustrates the slip
surface that interacts with the geogrid and the number of columns
that is one greater than the minimum (N þ 1); (3) Fig. 9(d) illus-
trates the smallest slip surface that interacts with the geogrid but not
the columns, representing shear failure occurring in only the soils
and not the columns; and (4) Fig. 9(e) illustrates the smallest slip
surface that neither interacts with the geogrid nor the columns, rep-
resenting a combination of Case (3) and the shear failure that occurs
post geosynthetic failure.

Results from the 2D limit equilibrium analyses are discussed
with reference to Table 4. Note that because the embankment sce-
narios were investigated at the failure height, the FS should be ≤1.0
for all scenarios. However, the LEM resulted in an FS greater than
1.0 for a number of analyses, as follows:
• The circular failure surface search yielded factors of safety larger

than unity, and the FS corresponded to shallow slip surfaces
within the embankment. These results indicate that a typical sur-
face search using the LEM would not be able to find the critical
failure surface, which, as determined from 3D numerical analy-
ses, involves soil-structure interactions and failure within the
foundation.

• The FS far exceeded unity when the slip surface was in inter-
action with the geogrid and columns. Slip surfaces interacting
with N columns [Fig. 9(b)] and N þ 1 columns [Fig. 9(c)]
should both have an FS ≤ 1.0 because they were simultaneously
developing at the failure height. However, the LEM calculated
factors of safety that not only exceeded 1.0 but also increased
with the number of columns in interaction with the slip surface.
The increase in the FS is not only due to the increase in the slip
surface length but also the increase in the shear resistance pro-
vided by a greater number of concrete columns in interaction

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Embankment height versus prefailure deformations in terms of (a) lateral toe displacement in the undrained condition; (b) lateral toe
displacement in the dissipated condition; and (c) centerline surface settlement in the dissipated condition.
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with the slip surface. Supporting evidence is provided by the FS
for slip surfaces that interact with the geogrid but not any col-
umns [Fig. 9(d)]: slip surface lengths are the same as those in-
teracting with N columns [Fig. 9(b)], but the FS are much lower
and closer to 1.0. Thus, it can be concluded from the combined
analyses illustrated in Figs. 9(b–d) that the greater the number of
concrete columns in interaction with the slip surface, the larger
the FS. Unconservative FS were calculated because the LEM
assumes failure by shear, whereas the unreinforced concrete col-
umns failed not by shear but by bending and flexural tension.

• Comparing the two rightmost columns in Table 4, lower FS
were calculated for the failure surfaces that did not interact with
the geogrid than for the surfaces that did interact with the geo-
grid, and this was as expected. In addition, the removal of the
geogrid resulted in unstable surfaces (FS ≤ 1.0) that were origi-
nally stable with the geogrid in place, and this corresponds to
embankment failure occurring after geosynthetic tensile failure.
Scenario 5 shows the largest decrease in the FS with geogrid

removal, and this is because the geogrid has greater tensile
strength. Results indicate that including geogrids in limit equi-
librium stability analyses of CSEs can lead to calculations of
higher than expected FS, especially for geogrids of greater ten-
sile strengths.

• The LEM correctly calculated the FS (≤1.0) when the failure
surfaces were fully specified, and when both the geogrid and
columns were removed. This is because failure indeed occurred
on these particular surfaces in the soil, and the failure mecha-
nism was by shear.

Implications for Design

The geosynthetic influenced both the ultimate and serviceability
limit states, as determined by comparing the base case (J ¼
438 kN=m) with Scenario 3 (no geogrid) and Scenario 5 (J ¼
1,459 kN=m), which are scenarios that differ by only the geosyn-
thetic. The geosynthetic influenced the ultimate limit state because

Hfail = 6.1 m

Failure surface 

N = 4

Minimum number of 
columns in interaction 

with failure surface

Failure surface interacts with 
N columns and geogrid

Geogrid 

N = 4 Column

N + 1 = 5

Failure surface interacts with 
N+1 columns and geogrid

Geogrid 

Column

Failure surface interacts with 
geogrid but not columns (i.e., 
subsoil replaces N columns)Geogrid 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Failure surface does 
not interact with 

geogrid or columns

(e)

Fig. 9. Interaction of failure surface with columns and geogrid at the embankment failure height (using the base case as an example).
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it influenced the failure height. Increasing the geosynthetic stiffness
(and thus the tensile capacity) increased the failure height (Hfail), as
shown in Table 1, by comparing the base case with Scenario 3 and
by comparing Scenario 5 with the base case. The geosynthetic in-
fluenced the serviceability limit states by reducing lateral displace-
ments and total settlements [Figs. 8(a–c)]. Using J ¼ 1,459 kN=m
(Scenario 5) was more effective in reducing deformations than
using J ¼ 438 kN=m (the base case).

The geosynthetic improved system ductility, as shown by the
prefailure lateral toe displacements in Fig. 8(a). The prefailure lat-
eral toe displacement is 0.56 m for the base case (J ¼ 438 kN=m)
and 0.32 m for Scenario 3 (no geogrid). All scenarios that included
geosynthetic reinforcement calculated greater lateral displacements
prior to failure than scenarios that did not include geosynthetic
reinforcement, even for cases with the same failure height (Scenario
1 versus Scenario 3). These results indicate that the inclusion of geo-
synthetic in design can prevent sudden and catastrophic failures.

Comparisons of LEM and numerical analyses showed that the
global stability of CSEs supported by unreinforced concrete col-
umns should not be evaluated using the conventional LEM. Factors
of safety were overstated because the actual failure mechanisms
differ from the shear failures assumed in the LEM. Concrete col-
umns did not fail in shear but in flexural tension at embankment
heights much lower than produced collapse. The LEM assumes
the geogrid’s tensile resistance is fully mobilized at failure, whereas
CSE failure initiated post geogrid tensile rupture, which means that
the geogrid does not provide any resistance during failure. The only
instance in which the LEM correctly calculated FS ≤ 1.0 for CSEs
at failure height was when the failure surface geometry was known
and fully specified and when both the geogrid and columns were
excluded from the analysis. Unfortunately, the combination of
these factors cannot be conveniently applied in practice: the failure
surface geometry is typically an analysis output, and excluding
structural elements from the stability analyses defeats their purpose
of application, especially in CSEs. Outside of CSEs, application of
the LEM is also inappropriate where geosystem failures are con-
trolled by mechanisms other than shear.

Summary and Conclusions

The failure height, failure mode, and deformations of eight column-
supported embankment scenarios were computed using the 3D fi-
nite difference method. The eight scenarios included a base case

using typical concrete column design with an area replacement ra-
tio of 2.8%, five single-parameter variations using base case con-
ditions, and two cases with variations in multiple parameters that
produced a significantly worse and better performance than the
base case. Each CSE was incrementally increased in height in the
undrained condition with excess pore water pressure development
in the clay, followed by the dissipation of excess pore water pres-
sures. Stability was evaluated at different heights, both at the
undrained end-of-construction and the long-term dissipated condi-
tions. Column properties represented unreinforced concrete, and a
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was adopted to permit flexural ten-
sile failure in the columns. The geosynthetic reinforcement was
modeled using orthotropic linear elastic geogrid elements, whose
tensile failure was manually implemented. The transverse geosyn-
thetic strain was calculated for each unit cell bridging columns, and
when the strain reached 10%, geogrid elements in the unit cell were
removed.

The second part of the study was to investigate whether the con-
ventional limit equilibrium method can be used to evaluate CSE
global stability. Using a 2D LEM, factors of safety were calculated
for the same embankment scenarios at failure height through a
series of analyses that differed in the soil-structure interactions:
(1) a typical circular surface search with the geogrid and columns
included in the CSE models; (2) a fully specified failure surface
whose geometry was derived from 3D numerical analyses and
in interaction with the geogrid and columns; (3) a larger slip surface
in interaction with one additional column compared to the slip sur-
face in (2); (4) a same-sized slip surface as in (2) that was in in-
teraction with the geogrid but not any of the columns; and (5) a
same-sized slip surface as in (2) but with the geogrid and columns
both excluded from the models.

Key findings are as follows:
• CSE stability was most critical at the undrained end-of-

construction condition.
• Two CSE failure modes were found for the undrained condition:

(1) Mode A involved multisurface shearing in the embankment,
coupled with column bending failure and near-circular shear fail-
ure through the clay. Failure of columns initiated the closest to
the embankment toe and retrogressed toward inner columns as
the embankment height increased. As columns failed in bending,
lateral displacements in the clay exceeded lateral displacements
in the columns. (2) Mode B involved multisurface shearing in the
embankment coupled with column bending failure and shearing
within the top portion of the clay. The soil-column interactions

Table 4. Factors of safety for embankments at the failure height

Scenario

Circular failure
surface (i.e., routine
search for critical
failure surface)a

Fully specified failure surface (i.e., same surface geometry as in 3D numerical analysis)

Failure surface
interacts with
N columns and

geogrid [Fig. 9(b)]

Failure surface
interacts with

N þ 1 columns and
geogrid [Fig. 9(c)]

Failure surface
interacts with
geogrid but not

columns [Fig. 9(d)]

Failure surface
does not interact
with geogrid or

columns [Fig. 9(e)]

Base case 1.19 4.88 5.52 1.12 0.95
1 1.31 4.64 5.57 1.23 1.00
2 1.18 3.61 3.96 1.10 0.96
3 1.20 5.27 6.05 Geogrid not included

in original scenario
1.01

4 1.31 2.61 3.29 Geogrid not included
in original scenario

1.04

5 1.16 4.31 4.67 1.18 0.84
6 1.15 3.5 3.71 FS not found 0.98
7 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Note: Calculated using the 2D limit equilibrium Spencer’s method of slices.
aCritical circular failure surfaces were all shallow failures within the embankment.
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were complex, and the failure of columns retrogressed toward
inner columns. With the increase in embankment height, col-
umns near the embankment toe failed early in construction, fol-
lowed by clay lateral displacements exceeding those of the
columns and the degradation of inner columns with the increase
in clay displacement.

• Where the geosynthetic was present, collapse in the undrained
condition occurred after geosynthetic rupture.

• Geosynthetic rupture in the long-term dissipated condition did
not lead to CSE failure.

• The geosynthetic contributed to both ultimate and serviceability
limit states. It allowed the construction of taller embankments
as well as reduced the lateral toe displacements and total settle-
ments at the centerline.

• The geosynthetic increased the system’s overall ductility and
allowed for greater deformations before failure.

• Increasing the undrained shear strength of the clay by 9.6 kPa
(200 psf) increased the embankment failure height by 6.1 m.

• The analyses indicate that a CSE could be constructed to a
height of 12.8 m (42 ft) without failing for the following con-
ditions: a center-to-center column spacing of 2.4 m (8 ft), a col-
umn diameter of 0.46 m (1.5 ft), a layer of geosynthetic with a
stiffness of 1459 kN=m (100,000 lb=ft) and rupture at a 10%
strain, and foundation conditions consisting of 0.9 m (3 ft) of
existing loose fill overlying 15 m (50 ft) of soft clay with an
undrained shear strength of 14.4 kPa (300 psf) at the top and
increasing with depth at a rate of 1.7 kPa=m (11 psf=ft).

• The conventional limit equilibrium method (LEM) overstated
the factor of safety when evaluating global stability of CSEs.
This is because the LEM assumes failure by shear, whereas
CSEs fail through a combined mechanism of shear in the soil,
flexural tension in the unreinforced concrete columns, and ten-
sile rupture in the geosynthetic. The LEM correctly calculated
the FS only for fully specified failure surfaces whose geometries
were inherited from numerical analysis and when the geogrid
and columns were excluded from the analysis.
Alternative simplified approaches for CSE stability evaluation

should be explored until 3D numerical analyses are used more rou-
tinely in practice.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
a = edge length of square column cross-section;
c = cohesion;
c0 = effective cohesion;
d = vertical deflection of geosynthetic reinforcement;

dcol = column diameter;
E = Young’s modulus;
e1 = void ratio at reference pressure;
f 0
c = unconfined compressive strength;

f 0
r = flexural tensile strength (modulus of rupture);
G = shear modulus;

Hcrit = critical height;
Hemb = embankment height;
Hfail = embankment failure height;

J = geosynthetic stiffness (in longitudinal and transverse
directions);

M = slope of critical state line;
N =minimum number of columns in interaction with

failure surface;
p0
i = initial mean effective stress;

p0
o = preconsolidation pressure;

Scol = center-to-center column spacing;
su = undrained shear strength;
α = angle of shear failure surface from vertical;
Γ = specific volume at unit mean effective stress on critical

state line;
γ = unit weight;

ΔScol = change in center-to-center column spacing;
εlat = unit cell transverse strain in geogrid due to lateral

spreading;
εtrans = unit cell transverse strain in geogrid;
εvert = unit cell transverse strain in geogrid due to vertical

deflection;
κ = slope of recompression line;
λ = slope of virgin compression line;
ν = Poisson’s ratio;
σ = normal stress;
σt = tensile strength;
τ = shear stress;
υλ = specific volume at unit mean effective stress on

normal compression line;
φ = friction angle; and
φ0 = effective friction angle.
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